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1.0 Background
The author was asked by Applecross Landscape Partnership to carry out an archaeological
evaluation of the limekiln at NG 7250 4480. This is recorded on the Highland Historic
Environment Record (HER, ref. MHG24888) with no further detail, although there is a set of
recent photographs.
The evaluation consists of a desk-based assessment and report on the current condition of the
limekiln, together with recommendations for works required to make the site suitable for
public access/interpretation. More specifically, the elements of the evaluation consist of:
•

•
•

Desk-based evaluation: a search of all readily available archive material, including old
maps, to place the structure in its historical context, date its construction, development
and abandonment, and collect background information which will serve to illustrate
its interpretation to the visiting public.
Building survey: a measured survey of the limekiln and its associated structures
Report on the current condition with recommendations for
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a. Immediate repair and consolidation to prevent further collapse
b. Further remedial work to render the structure safe and accessible
• Recommendations for long-term management of the complex
• Recommendations for access and interpretation

2.0 Historical Background
Although early settlement patterns in the Highlands would appear to indicate that early
farmers favoured areas with underlying limestone, the value of deliberately adding lime to the
soil as a fertiliser was not recognised in Scotland until 1730 and the beginning of the period
of improvements. One initial problem at Applecross, as at many places, was the lack of
means to render the limestone fine enough to be of use on the fields. This can be done by
grinding or by the more complex process of burning at high temperature to produce
quicklime which can be easily spread on the fields, which then reverts to calcium carbonate
on contact with water (see appendix…) Quicklime has other uses than agricultural, including
as lime mortar in building and lime render on exterior walling, both of which would have
been required around Applecross.
In 1792 in the parish of Applecross, limestone was being quarried on a small scale, probably
for building. The Rev. MacQueen in the Old Statistical Account states ‘on the south side of
the bay of Applecross, in a line close by the shore, there is a lime stone quarry of an excellent
quality’ This is not therefore the quarry associated with the limekiln but is likely to be near
where the limestone pavement extends to the shoreline. With regards to improving the
fertility of the fields, MacQueen mentions the extensive use of seaware and, more
specifically: ‘close to the harbour of Poldoun (?) there is a shelly sand which, when used with
discretion, not only meliorates the ground for corn; but after it is laid on, introduces for a few
years excellent crops of white and red clover.’
MacQueen implies that the experiments with shelly sand have been going on for some years
by 1792, but does not specify whether it is by the small tenants or just the laird and tacksmen.
In the New Statistical Account in 1845 the minister appears to be greatly concerned with the
soil fertility, concluding that ‘the improvement of the soil is what chiefly demands attention’
He specifies that ‘the manure for the land is compound dunghills, shelly sand, seaware and a
little lime’ He also notes that ‘there is plenty of limestone at Applecross and Kishorn, but it is
found cheaper to buy lime from the kilns at Broadford in the Isle of Skye than to be at the
expense of burning the stones here’ This does suggest that some experiments in burning the
local stone have been carried out. The main problem would be the lack of suitable fuel: at this
date there would not be much burnable wood on the estate and peat, the main domestic fuel,
would not only not reach the required temperature, but would also require huge effort and
soon deplete the resource. If the only solution was to buy in coal as a fuel it would indeed be
cheaper to buy in the already processed quicklime. The limekiln at Broadford operated from
the early 19th century and was located adjacent to the pier for ease of loading the lime onto
boats.
According to the New Statistical Account in 1845, in Applecross ‘there are plenty of quarries
for building, but none are regularly worked.’
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The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map of 1875 shows a small quarry reached by a track from
the north, but no buildings, so it would appear that at this date the limekiln was not yet
constructed. However, steam ships were beginning to trade up and down the coast on a
regular basis and this would have made coal cheaper and easier to import. It is around 1870
that large lime kilns such as Ard Neakie on Loch Eriboll were constructed in the Highlands as
well as a number of small kilns no larger than the earlier corn drying kilns which had been a
common feature in pre-improvement townships. Three such limekilns are known on the hill
behind Ullapool. Another contemporary kiln, similar in size to Applecross, was constructed
at Shieldaig in Gairloch where there was no local limestone but abundant supplies of
coppiced wood.
Unfortunately most of the records of estate management in Applecross appear to have been
destroyed, so the only evidence for the working period of the limekiln is from maps. The
1905 2nd edition OS map shows the limekiln on the site of the 1875 quarry, with a new area
of quarrying opened to the SE. It is unlikely that the working of the kiln continued for more
than a few decades, as it does not appear in local oral history. There is no quarryman or kiln
worker listed as such on the 1881 census so it would appear that the work was carried out by
farm labourers rather than specialists.
There is some scope for research, including oral history, on the history of the use of the
quarry and limekiln, but is probably more time-consuming than required by this evaluation.

1st edition OS map, 1875, showing small quarry (centre) and access track
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3.0 Building Survey
This was carried out on 31.7.09 with the assistance of N. Goldthorpe and O. Kilbride of
Applecross Archaeology.
3.1 Site Description
The limekiln is part of a small industrial complex consisting of the kiln, a store or cart shed,
access road and quarry, all located to the east and south of a small drying stream which flows
NW through a narrow cleft.(Photo 1) Adjacent to the kiln is a small circular structure built to
represent a St Kilda cleit for a film set in 1982. The quarry runs up towards the public road,
but the access track approaches from the NW, where a roofed building is a former byre or
stable and a roadway runs down from the public road towards Applecross House. The
complex is on unimproved ground; to the west are the remains of the former pre-Clearance
township of Keppoch and to the north are a group of improved, rectangular enclosed fields
which are now semi-derelict.
3.2 Limekiln
The structure is built into the hillside, probably the former quarry face, and presents as a
west-facing façade 6.35m in width and 3.4m high with an off-centre draw arch. (Photos 2-4)
The opening is lintelled rather than the more common arch, with two sandstone lintel slabs,
both 100mm in thickness, placed one above the other. The lowest stone courses are rough
sandstone, but the rest of the façade is of neatly shaped limestone blocks, with traces of lime
mortar. The uppermost courses have been removed or robbed and there may have originally
been a low parapet. The limestone facing extends round the south side of the kiln but is
gradually replaced on the upper courses by large sandstone blocks; the west side is limestone.
It is unclear how far into the slope the stone facing of the sides extends, as both banks have
probably slipped and contain tumbled stone.
There is one burning chamber or bowl, with an approximate maximum diameter of 3.3m.
There is the suggestion in the surviving internal face of narrowing towards the top of the
bowl, but it is unlikely that there was a narrow loading shaft. Most of the face of the bowl is
not present, the exception being in the SW arc, where a complete section survives, giving a
depth from the platform of 1.9m. (Photos 5-7) This section shows that the facing stones were
sandstone and many of the upper stones are vitrified, (Photos 8-9) while the uppermost
course is heat shattered (Photo 10). A small section of vitrified facing stone also survives in
situ in the ENE arc.
The majority of the edging stones of the bowl are in place, forming an arc with a diameter of
5.15m (Photo 11) but some in the north arc are loose and will soon slip (Photo 12)
particularly if stood on. The section of the bowl above the draw arch and to the north is badly
tumbled (Photos 13-17) and the fallen stones are probably what fill the base of the bowl. The
section above the draw arch is particularly dilapidated.
The platform forming the top of the structure is where the kiln would have been loaded and
provides a stance large enough to accommodate carts on the south side of the bowl. This
stance is formed of large sandstone blocks and is 2m wide. It originally extended for 3.8m
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back from the façade but the first 1m from the façade has been robbed of its top course,
exposing a lower course of limestone (Photo 18). The majority of the platform is stable and
grassy. The solid fill of the structure is, judging by sections exposed in the kiln bowl, made
up of rubble, probably quarry waste, and subsoil.
The draw arch narrows from 1.57m at the façade to 1.3m at the draw hole, and is 1.8m deep
(Photo 19). The sandstone slab lintels are 0.7m deep; the lower lintel can be seen to be
cracking and flaking (Photo 20). There is then a gap where at least one stepped or sloping
stone has fallen or been removed (Photos 21-22). A second, sloping stone appears to be in
situ and suggests the whole draw arch was sloped, again an unusual feature in limekilns
(Photo 23). The draw hole is mostly obscured by tumbled rubble (Photo 24).
3.3 Shed or Store
This consists of a perpendicular back wall, aligned WNW-ESE, built against the hill slope,
measuring internally 11.6m in length and 3.1m in height. The stonework is limestone, but not
as neatly shaped blocks or coursed as the kiln façade (Photo 25). There is the slight
indentation of a possible ditch running behind the wall. The stonework at the top is about 1m
deep, with a return on the east end extending into the hill by 1.85m. The top course may have
been removed (Photo 26). There are also traces of lime mortar in this walling.
The side walls extend out by 3.7m and are 0.6m wide, with neat ends, but both have been
robbed of their upper courses. They are likely to have sloped at the angle of the single pitch
roof. The west wall stands to almost full height at the inside and 2.1m at the outside (Photos
27-28), while the east wall is levelled at 1.5m. and has a doorway set at the back (Photos 29,
30). The base of this doorway is 0.9m off the ground and it is 1.3m wide. At the outer sill
traces of wood suggest a former doorframe (Photos 31-32) It is assumed that this doorway
allowed the most direct access from the draw arch when the kiln was being emptied and
therefore that at least one use of the structure was the storage of quicklime which could not
immediately be carted away.
It is uncertain whether the fourth side of the structure was open. Set limestone blocks along
the line at the west end and at the halfway point may be surviving stones from a removed
wall or may have been plinths holding upright timbers as roof supports (Photo 33). There
may also have been an internal partition as there appear to have been two floor heights,
following the natural inclination of the ground, dropping to the west.

3.4 Retaining Wall, Platform
A section of perpendicular retaining wall, 13.1m in length, extends from the east wall of the
store in front of the kiln, providing a level working platform where the flue could be tended
and the draw arch emptied (Photo 34). It is assumed that carts were loaded directly from the
draw arch across this platform. Although now grassy, there are suggestions at the outer edge
that the platform was cobbled or surfaced. The retaining wall is set back from the front of the
store and slightly curved at this end. (Photos 35, 36). 5m from the west end of the wall is a
break which may represent different phases of building or rebuilding (Photo 37) It is possible
that the sink hole in the track immediately in front of this point caused the wall to collapse.
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3.5 Retaining Wall
An incomplete section of retaining wall links the kiln and the store. At the kiln end, the bank
appears to have slipped and stones have been roughly piled to fill the gap. This retaining wall
had the function of stabilising the bank and providing a clear, level passage from the draw
arch to the doorway into the store (Photo 38)

3.6 Trackway, Culvert
This approaches the limekiln from the NW, running in front of the store where it rises at a
gentle gradient. South of the kiln it doubles back to rise to the platform at the top of the kiln
and divides, the east section continuing SW then W into the quarry (Photos 39-40)
The track, approximately 5m wide, is constructed of what is probably quarry waste in the
form of angular pieces of limestone, as exposed in the sink hole (Photos 41-42) The SW edge
of the track is revetted with sandstone boulders (Photo 43).
As the track approaches the south quarry, it crosses the dry stream, where there is a culvert
and some revetting of the north bank of the stream (Photo 44-45)
What appears to be a sink hole has opened in the track below the kiln. There is no evidence
for water erosion either entering or leaving the hole, and the road fill must have fallen into a
lower cavity. Although filling with modern rubbish, this may be of some age. There is also an
erosion scar in the middle of the track as it rises east of the kiln. This is likely to be caused by
running surface water.
The lower section of the track pre-dates the kiln, as it is recorded on the 1875 OS map.

3.7 Quarry
There are two main areas of quarrying, on either side of the stream (Photos 46-47). There are
no traces of such quarrying methods as drilling, splitting with feathers or powder and the
natural tendency of the stone to fracture probably made it easy to extract. There are exposed
working faces and piles of waste stone, some forming rough revetting beside the track as it
enters the west quarry area.

3.8 St Kilda Cleit
This small rubble structure is circular and stands to a height of 1m, with a narrow
entranceway. It was built as a set for the 1982 film ‘Ill Fares the Land’ although bearing little
relation to an authentic cleit. It is located on a level platform to the SE of the kiln and
adjacent to the track as it approaches the upper platform. Although not contemporary with the
limekiln complex it probably has some historical interest. (Photos 48-49)
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4.0 Remedial Work
A programme of remedial work divides into three phases: work which needs to be carried out
as soon as possible to prevent further dilapidation of the structures, work which would be
required to render the structures safe for public access and interpretation and work which will
enhance the interpretation and historical research.
4.1 Immediate action
The following are considered to be the most urgent works to prevent further dilapidation:
•

•

Limekiln: Insertion of reinforcement bars to support lintels of draw arch. If the arch is
felt to be in imminent danger of collapse, a temporary insertion of props may be
advisable. However, the lintel may have been in its present state without further
deteriorating for some years.
Limekiln: consolidation of wallhead over draw arch and around kiln bowl,
stabilisation of collapsing arc of kiln bowl.

4.2 Action to render the structures safe
The following are considered advisable before promoting visitor access:
•
•
•

Limekiln: consolidation of wallhead of façade and repair to upper platform. Re-facing
of kiln bowl sides and exposed faces in draw arch
Store: consolidation of wallheads
Track: repair to sinkhole and erosion scar.

4.3 Action to enhance understanding and interpretation
The following actions, following on from remedial work to stabilise the structures, could be
carried out to render them more immediately understandable:
•

•
•

Limekiln: removal of rubble from within draw arch to expose draw hole and removal
of rubble fill within kiln bowl. This work should be carried out under the supervision
of a suitably qualified archaeologist as archaeological deposits are likely to be
exposed, which may contain material which, properly retrieved and analysed, will add
to understanding of the chronology and use of the complex.
Platform in front of limekiln: removal of vegetation to expose cobbled or paved
surface. This should also be treated as an archaeological exercise.
Store: removal of vegetation from floor.

4.4 Long-term Maintenance
Any long-term management plan should include removal of the bracken which at present
obscures the structures. At the very least, the bracken should be removed from around and
within the structures and along the length of the access track
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Appendix 1. Photographic Record (digital)
Photo no.
1

Structure
general

2

limekiln

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
limekiln
Store/shed
Store/shed

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Store/shed
Store/shed
Store/shed
Store/shed
Store/shed
Store/shed
Store/shed
Retaining wall
4
Retaining wall
4
Retaining wall
4

35
36

Detail
View of complex, with drying stream in foreground and track
curving round to top of kiln
Kiln with quarry in background and collapsed, repaired
section of retaining wall, 5, in foreground
Façade, detail of stonework
Façade and draw arch
Kiln bowl with exposed surviving face in SW arc
Kiln bowl, surviving section with vitrified stone on upper part
Surviving section exposed down to gritty ashy deposit
Kiln bowl: vitrified facing stone in SW arc
Kiln bowl: vitrified facing stone in SW arc
Kiln bowl: heat-shattered stones on rim of bowl
Kiln bowl: stones set around rim
Rim stones, loose and about to tumble in NW arc
Kiln bowl: view of tumbled section over draw arch
Setting of removed or lost lintel stone over draw arch
Setting of removed or lost lintel stone over draw arch
Kiln bowl, unstable tumbled NW arc
Setting of removed or lost lintel stone over draw arch
Wallhead, possibly robbed of upper course or parapet and
loading platform behind, robbed of upper course back by 1m
Draw arch and double lintel, with tumble filling entrance
Lower lintel in draw arch, showing damage
Setting of removed or lost lintel stone over draw arch
Setting of removed or lost lintel stone over draw arch
Draw arch, surviving inner lintel above draw hole
Draw hole, obscured by fallen rubble
Detail of stonework, face of back wall
Wallhead of back wall, possibly robbed of upper course, with
slight ditch behind (left)
NW side wall, end face with possible support plinth to right
NW side wall, robbed top of wall
SE side wall, end face and retaining wall to right
SE side wall, doorway
SE side wall doorway, wooden remains of frame on NE end
SE side wall doorway, wooden remains of frame on SW end
Front, possible roof support plinths and internal division
General view showing retaining wall and platform in front of
kiln
Wall attached to side wall of store
Wall attached to side wall of store, detail
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viewpoint
From SSE
From NW
From W
From SW
From NE
From NE
From NE
From NE
From NE
From NE
From S
From N
From E
From NE
From SE
From SE
From S
From N
From W
From SW
From NW
From SW
From W
From W
From SW
From NW
From SW
From NE
From SW
From NW
From W
From W
From NW
From SW
From NW
From SW

37

39
40

Retaining wall
4
Retaining wall
5
trackway
trackway

41

trackway

42

trackway

43
44
45
46

trackway
trackway
trackway
Quarry

47
48
49

Quarry
Cleit
Cleit

38

Break in wall, possibly caused by collapse and rebuild

From W

General view showing upper retaining wall between kiln and
store, with area of collapse and rebuild at near end
General view of trackway rising to quarry area
Trackway entering south quarry area, with rough retaining
wall on left
Sinkhole damage below retaining wall, exposed fill of
construction (quarried limestone fragments)
Sinkhole damage below retaining wall, exposed fill of
construction (quarried limestone fragments)
Sinkhole (right) and revetted edge (left)
Culvert at entrance to south quarry area
Culvert, detail of stonework
North quarry area, general view, with exposed work faces and
piles of tailings
Dry stream and overgrown piles of tailings

From S
From N
From NW
From E
From E
From SE
From NW
From NW
From W
From NW
From W
From SE

Appendix 2. Limekiln technology (from Wikipedia)
A lime kiln is a kiln used to produce quicklime by the calcination of limestone (calcium carbonate). The
chemical equation for this reaction is:
CaCO3 + heat → CaO + CO2
This reaction takes place at 900°C (at which temperature the partial pressure of CO2 is 1 atmosphere), but a
temperature around 1000°C (at which temperature the partial pressure of CO2 is 3.8 atmospheres[1]) is usually
used to make the reaction proceed quickly.[2] Excessive temperature is avoided because it produces unreactive,
"dead-burned" lime.
Agricultural use only became widely possible when the use of coal made it cheap[4] in the coalfields in the late
13th century, and an account of agricultural use was given in 1523.[5] The earliest descriptions of limekilns
differ little from those used for small-scale manufacture a century ago. Because land transportation of minerals
like limestone and coal was difficult in the pre-industrial era, they were distributed by sea, and lime was most
often manufactured at small coastal ports. Many preserved kilns are still to be seen on quaysides around the
coasts of Britain.
The common feature of early kilns was an egg-cup shaped burning chamber, with an air inlet at the base (the
"eye"), constructed of brick. Limestone was crushed (often by hand) to fairly uniform 20-60 mm (1 to 2.5 in)
lumps - fine stone was rejected. Successive dome-shaped layers of coal and limestone were built up in the kiln
on grate bars across the eye. When loading was complete, the kiln was kindled at the bottom, and the fire
gradually spread upwards through the charge. When burnt through, the lime was cooled and raked out through
the base. Fine coal ash dropped out and was rejected with the "riddlings".
Only lump stone could be used, because the charge needed to "breathe" during firing. This also limited the size
of kilns and explains why kilns were all much the same size. Above a certain diameter, the half-burned charge
would be likely to collapse under its own weight, extinguishing the fire. So kilns always made 25-30 tonnes of
lime in a batch. Typically the kiln took a day to load, three days to fire, two days to cool and a day to unload, so
a one-week turnaround was normal. The degree of burning was controlled by trial and error from batch to batch
by varying the amount of fuel used. Because there were large temperature differences between the center of the
charge and the material close to the wall, a mixture of under-burned (i.e. high loss on ignition), well-burned and
dead-burned lime was normally produced. Typical fuel efficiency was low, with 0.5 tonnes or more of coal
being used per tonne of finished lime (15 MJ/kg).
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Sketch Plan of Sites
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